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spooky activities, including the annual pumpkin carving event,

The ChEGS elections were held on October 2nd and went off
without a hitch. Discourse was civil and friendly, voting was

Congratulations to all the new officers! Future Newsletter
editions will focus on each of the new officers and what they
have planned for the upcoming year!

October is known for many things: changing leaves, shorter
days, and of course Halloween and all things spooky! Although
the current pandemic has limited the availability of traditional

smooth and democratic, and results were accepted without

ChEGS was able to hold elections for the newest ChEGS
officers! And really, is there anything scarier than ANOTHER
election this Fall?

Venkataraman! Bo-Xun Wang and Yiyi Liu are the newest
Treasurers! First years Unni Kurumbail and Jaron Thompson,
as well as our former great leader (read: co-president) Alec
Linot are the newest Recruitment Chairs. Alec, a career
politician (in a good way), is adamant about staying involved in
the political process and interestingly 100% of prospective
students Alec has hosted have ended up attending
UW-Madison, so it’s clear he will do an excellent job. Our
newest Social Chairs are first years Susan Hubbard and Alex
von Rueden, as well as the roommate wombo-combo Ryan
Cashen and Kyle Chin. Jake Gold is the newest Seminar Chair!
Jonathan Sheavly, our other former great leader (read:

the Department Seminar Chair. And last but not least: Kevin
Zeng and I (RJ Hommel) will serve as Scribes.

cries of voter fraud. Now, to introduce our newest officers:
Our new Presidents are Hayley Boigenzahn and Maya

co-president), also couldn’t give up politics and will serve as

Elections!ChEGSChEGS Elections!
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Could you briefly
in this field?

what made you
interested

describe your research -- what are the potential societal impacts, and

What activities do you enjoy during your free time? What are some of your non-research-related skills,
e.g. sports, instruments, hobbies?

What youris favorite spot in Madison?

If you could would you go?travel anywhere in the world, where

model that career have been?
Did you know you wanted to be a scientist/engineer from an early age? If so, was there an experience or role

inspired you to pursue such a career? If not, what would your alternative

uw.chegs@gmail.com!

Welcome to “Spotlight,” and

us at

otherwise)
experiences

(research-related and
for volunteering

and

a section where we aim to highlight the interests
Prof.

Schreier
students, post-docs,

(graduate
thank

here
of members of our CBE community. We

and invite anyone interested in being featured
faculty) to contact
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Advice the FirstFor Years
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caption.briefa

Thanks to everyone
anecdotes!and

along with

artwork,photographs,

send it

who submitted

your work
to

If you would like featured
here,

uw.chegs.newsletter@gmail.com

aHere is

Madison
this month

this
earlier

made

thatroses

I

of
took

watercolor painting of a rose
Ibased on some photos

bloomed in summer.

madeThe safer-at-home order me experiment with
baking more. I’m I put on.now trying to lose the weight

A red-bellied woodpecker Marsh,
April 2020.

at Cherokee

- MaddiePont

- Abdullah Al Abdulghani

- Anonymous

CBE Artwork Photographsand
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Not even a global pandemic could stop ChEGS from holding orientation and Welcome-to-Madison events for the incoming
graduate class. The first event was a small (and masked) gathering on Terrace. Although much smaller than previous Terrace
events, the setting was a great way to show incoming students a small piece of the Madison experience. The next event
was a well-attended Virtual Social Hour. The event saw multiple groups of incoming students, current students, and even
a good number of professors gather virtually to introduce and welcome the new first years to our CBE department! Finally,
ChEGS hosted three small picnics to wrap-up orientation week. The picnics spanned across Madison: from James Madison
Park to Brittingham Park to Vilas Park. Despite taking a slightly different form than previous years', these orientation events
were a hit and a great way to welcome our newest graduate students!

Although limitations on gatherings have restricted ChEGS
game nights, which have historically been a graduate student
favorite, ChEGS (and specifically the creative and tech-savvy
Ryan Cashen) has adapted and moved to virtual video game
nights. With a massive selection of video games available, from
virtual versions of traditional board games to newer online

successful "Among Us", which recently surpassed 100 million
downloads. This 10-player, social-deduction game sees players
take one of two roles: crewmate or imposter. Crewmates seek
to complete a series of tasks to restore their spaceship before
the impostors, players who pretend to be crewmates, kill
everyone. The imposters, however, are greatly outnumbered
and must lie, deceive, and spread misinformation to avoid
being ejected from the ship by the crewmates. Although there
are traces of deception and treachery, the game truly does

games, the possibilities for online fun are endless. In two of the
virtual game nights, graduate students played the massively

force players to work together towards a common goal!

Video Game Night - Among Us

Orientation Events

Graduate students were able to attend the first ChEGS Virtual

Art Night this past August. A number of students set up their

own homemade art studios and tuned into their artistic sides,

painting everything from birds to cities to nature sceneries.

The event was a great spin on the well-loved “paint-and-sip”

events, the only difference being that painting and sipping

were in your own home. Watch out for future Virtual Art events!

And check out this beautiful set of birds painted by our newest

president Hayley Boigenzahn!
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In Wisconsin, you at your
you’re

absentee ballot!
Commission

is myvote.wi.gov

in-person
If

to request/return
the Wisconsin Electionsfrom

already

Official information
at

can still register to vote
municipal clerk’s office until October 30.
registered, remember your

The ChEGS Graduate Student Seminar Series continued throughout the

Hydrogenation-Triggered Orientational Transitions of Liquids Crystals
Adsorbed on Palladium Surfaces” - focused on using optical transitions of
LCs to extract information about the kinetics of surface reactions. This

surfaces with those governing heterogeneous catalysis. Excellent work,
Jake!

summer, giving graduate students a chance to both share their research
and learn more about research in the department. The July event featured
Jake Gold, a 4th year graduate student in the Mavrikakis, Dumesic, and
Huber labs. Jake completed his undergraduate studies at UIUC, and was
recently wared the 2016-2017 R.I. Fenton-May Wisconsin Distinguished
Graduate Fellowship. Jake’s talk - “Hydrogen Adsorption- and

work demonstrates the interplay between principles governing functional

Graduate Student - Jake GoldSeminar Series

Mental Health Resources

Election Day is November 3, 2020!

1. Individual Counseling - University Health Services (UHS) offers individual counseling in a confidential, caring space. Counseling

topics can be any issue that causes distress – emotional, psychological, interpersonal, or academic, for instance. UHS also has

2. Let’s Talk - Let’s Talk provides virtual, informal, 20-minute consultations with a counselor. These drop-in sessions are available

each weekday. Drop in to talk to a counselor about any topic – stress, sadness, relationships, academic performance, financial

struggles, and family problems are common topics.

bilingual mental health providers for students who are more comfortable speaking in Mandarin or Spanish. This semester,

individual counseling sessions are being conducted remotely—over phone or video.

4. SilverCloud - SilverCloud is a self-guided mental health resource that provides treatment options 24 hours a day, no referral

from a mental health or medical provider needed. It includes evidence-based learning modules on anxiety, depression, body

image, and stress, designed to help students manage day-to-day stresses and improve resilience.

3. Graduate Students of Color Group - A support group for graduate students who identify as people of color. Graduate students

of color experience unique challenges, microaggressions, and lack of supports compared to their White peers and

undergraduate counterparts.

Being a graduate student is tough and demanding, and it’s important to take care of your mental health. Here are some resources

that are available:
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--------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------

Travis Arnold (Prof. Rawlings) successfully defended his thesis “Noise
Covariance Estimation for Linear Systems” on 7/20/20!

Saurabh Bhandari (Prof. Mavrikakis) successfully defended his thesis

Keishla Rivera-Dones (Prof. Dumesic, Prof Huber) successfully defended

Catalysts” on 7/27/20!

and Model Oxygenates” on 8/4/20!

“Mechanistic Investigations and Search Directions for Catalyst Discovery”
on 8/13/20!

her thesis “Reactivity and Characterization of Supported Noble Metal

Bengi Demir (Prof. Dumesic, Prof Van Lehn) successfully defended her
thesis “Kinetics of Catalytic Upgrading Reactions of Biomass-derived

--------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------

Douglas Allan (Prof. Rawlings) successfully defended his thesis

Jing-Yao (Sandy) Chen (Prof. Klingenberg) successfully defended her
thesis “Simulations of Suspensions of Brownian Spherocylinders and
Non-Brownian Linked Spherocylinders” on 8/18/20!

“Lyapunov-like Function for Analysis of Model Predictive Control and
Moving Horizon Estimation” on 8/24/20!

Apoorv Saraogee (prof. Romero) successfully defended his M.S. thesis!

Leida Vázquez Ramos (Prof. Dumesic, Prof. Huber) successfully
defended her M.S. thesis “Effects of GVL-hydrolysis on the Lignin
Structure and Subsequent Hydrogenolysis” on 8/18/20!

Congratulations to . . .

Congratulations cont.

To celebrate all the brilliant students, post-docs, research
assistants, visiting scholars, and professors in our CBE

---------------------------------------------------------------

department, we would like to include research figures that
represent the incredible research in our department. If you
have figures, plots, diagrams, or graphs from your research that
are aesthetically pleasing, shocking, or that you are just proud
of and would like to share, we invite you to send them, and a
short (1-3 sentence description) to

manuscript, be sure to send us the DOI so interested readers
can find more information!

uw.chegs.newsletter@gmail.com so we can include them in
our next edition! These figures don’t have to tell a complete
story, we are just hoping to share and foster some good
research vibes. If these figures come from a recently published

Check out the figure above! “Adding a small amount of
polymer to a turbulent flow can drastically reduce the energy
that is dissipated. One of the possible states is called
elastoinertial turbulence, where sheets of high polymer
stretch, tilted in the direction of the flow, originate near the
walls.” - A. Shekar & Dr. Floryan

Call for Research Figures!A


